
8.3 
 

1 2 3  4 5  6 7 

 
  Across (contd.) 

8    9  10   

 
26 Apprehension, agitation, disquiet, feelings 

 of unreality, feelings of disintegration,  
11   12   13   

 
 obsession, fatigue, despair etc., etc., etc. 

  
14  15   16    

 
  Down (contd.) 

  
17    18     

 
20 Cocoonlike enclosures such as found in an  

 office or Invasion of the Body Snatchers 
19   20    21  

 
21 Spontaneous expression of aesthetic or  

 moral distaste for an action or event such  
  22    23   

 
 as new Cardinal Pell revelation or Johnny 

 Depp movie (or Nick Cave album) 
24 25        

 
24 Hitler apologist (initials) 

25 Apocalypse Now or Al Nakba (initials) 
26         
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Across Down 
    

1 French painter of salacious orientalism such 1 Knowledge (esp. of divinity of human nature) 

 as The Slave Market of 1866 at centre of 2 Give tangible form to an abstract concept; 

 controversary about use by far-right German  personify, manifest, concretize 

 anti-immigration party AfD in ad campaign 3 Racial epithet (initials) 

 warning against Europe becoming “Eurabia” 4 Person suffering from psychopathology in  

6 Great Satan (initials)  which pain is experienced as sexual pleasure 

8 English music magazine for discerning rock   (T. E. Lawrence, Percy Grainger, Anastasia 

 fan (not Mojo)  Steele etc.) 

9 In preparation or progress; happening or  5 Tasmanian actor (The Adventures of Robin  

 beginning to happen (archaic)  Hood etc.) (initials) 

11 One blood (initials) 6  Eight-foot, silver robot played by Lock Martin  

12 Sophie Scholl or Scary Spice or sausage   in 1951 cautionary Cold War classic The Day  

 sizzle (initials)  the Earth Stood Still directed by Robert Wise 

13 Popular radio station in East Brunswick 7 Infamous editor of virulently anti-Semitic  

14 Aspersion of Marquis of Queensbury cast on   Nazi tabloid Der Stürmer invoked to discredit 

 Oscar Wilde (“posing as a …”) written on  criticism of Israel such as in a Leunig cartoon 

 calling card leading to downfall, disgrace  or recent NYT cartoon of blind Donald Trump  

 and death of Wilde (with poor spelling)  (with kippah) led by Benjamin Netanyahu as  

17 Ugandan mass-murderer from 70s (first name)  Dachshund guide dog (with Star of David  

18 Religious institution headed by English   collar). (Hanged at Nuremberg) 

 monarch since 1534 (initials) 10 Patronizing term for Arab world conceived in 

19 80s … Live “New album makes orchestral   terms of exotic otherness (see 1 across) 

 masterpieces out of original 80s vocals inc. 12 Who met a moocow coming down along the  

 Take On Me, Holding Back the Years, I Want   road in seminal modern classic A Portrait  

 to Know What Love Is, Small Town Boy and   of the Artist as a Young Man? (initials) 

 Vienna” 15 Practice leading to eternal disgrace of Milli  

22 K-pop girl group with eleven members (Very  Vanilli (and sad death of Rob) 

 Very Very etc.) 16 “Once upon a time and a very good time it  

23 Ted Cruz High (initials)  was there was a …cow coming down along  

24 “Secret Murderer’s …” Witticism viral in   the road and this …cow that was coming down 

 Western press for ebullient greeting between  along the road met a nicens little boy named 

 Vladimir Putin and Mohammed bin Salman   baby tuckoo” A Portrait of the Artist as a  

 at G20 summit of 2018  Young Man                                       

 


